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Because the administration of the Lincoln Unified 
School District, Stockton, California, felt a need to chal-
lenge all children, especially those at the lower and upper 
end of the scale of intelligence, a search was made for a 
more effective means of teaching reading. The organizational 
plan used in Joplin, Missouri, was reviewed and was tried in 
some of the district's schools during the school year of 
1959-60. 
I • THE PROBLEM 
· Statement of the problem. Will the difference in 
reading achievement in grades four through seven, as measured 
by the Gates Reading Survey administered on May 14, 1959, 
and again on March JO, 1960, favor the Joplin Plan of 
organizing reading instruction or the reading plan cur-
rently used? 
Importance of the study. In order to establish a 
more effective reading program for the greatest number of 
children it was first decided to try the Joplin Plan. 
= 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Joplin Plan. Throughout this study this terminology 
shall refer to the organizational pattern whereby children 
when studying reading formally do so in a grade room repre-
senting the child's level of reading accomplishment. This 
is interpreted so that a child whose reading abillty is 
fourth grade but who is in a sixth grade room receives his 
formal reading instruction in a fourth grade room. 
Regular reading plan. The term "regular reading 
plan" refers to the organizational pa tt.e.rn of reading 
instruction in which the children remain in the classroom 
2 
to which they have been assigned for instruct1on in general. 
Homogeneous. The 11 homogeneous 11 refers to groups of 
youngsters who are about or nearly at the same level of 
achievement in reading as determined by the Gates Reading 
Survey. 
Heterogeneous. Heterogeneous refers to groups of 
youngsters of various achievement levels in reading that 
are placed together in the same classroom for instruction. 
Level. The term 11 level 11 shall be thought of as grade 
achievement in reading. 
Reading. Reading refers to the ability to recognize 
words and interpret meaning of the printed page as determined 





Grouping. The manner in which children are placed 
together for instruction in reading is referred to as group-
ing within a classroom. 
III. ORGANIZATION AND LIMITATION OF Trill STUDY 
Joplin flan groups. Children in grades three through 
six inclusive in Lincoln elementary and in the Village Oaks 
schools were given the Gates Reading Survey Form I on r'lay 
14, 1959. The scores were tabulated and children assigned 
to formal reading classes in September according to their 
level of achievement in reading. Form II of the same test 
was administered on March 30, 1960. 
Control groups. Children in grades three through six 
inclusive in the Colonial Heights, John R. Williams, and 
Tully C. Knoles schools were given the Gates Reading Survey 
on May 14, 1959. The scores were tabulated and placed on 
file. The youngsters were assigned to the regular reading 
program as previously taught in heterogeneous groupings. 
All children were kept in the assigned grade rooms for read-
ing instruction regardless of achievement score on Gates 
tests. Form II of the same test was administered on March 
30' 1960. 
How data ~ handled. A table was set up showing the 
intelligence quotient of each child included in the study 
= 
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and his percentile rank in reading on May 14, 19.59. Shortly 
after March 30, 1960, the percentile rank in reading was 
again recorded for each child and growth or regression in 
percentile ranking for the Joplin Plan group and control 
group was determined. 
A table was set up showing percentile differences 
between the two groupso 
Group meetings were held with teachers, pupils, and 
parents of the Joplin Plan group and their opinions sum-
marized. 
L:lmi ta tions. The study covers a period of one year 
and is limited in data. The writer is aware that teacher 
competency is of major importance and virtually impossible 
to control;. therefore, the validity of the comparison would 
be affected. 
Literature concerning the Joplin Plan, pertinent to 
the study, that would lend value to the comparison, has 
been difficult to find. 
= 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A review of literature on current practices in read-
ing instruction provides abundant evidence of universal 
interest in the problem and of vigorous action designed to 
1 equalize learning opportunities in reading situations. 
I. BASIC READING PROGRAM 
A sound reading program, according to Gertrude Whipple, 2 
1. Is consciously directed toward specific, valid 
ends. 
2. Coordinates reading activities with other aids to 
child development. 
3. Recognizes that the child's development in reading 
is closely associated with his development in other 
language arts. 
4. Is part of a well-worked-out larger reading 
program. 
5. Provides varied construction and flexible require-
ments. 
1 Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Jnstruction 
(New York: American Book Company, 1954), pp. 55-59. 
2Gertrude Whipple, "Reading in the Elementary School," 
Characteristics of a Sound Reading Program, Forty-eighth . 







6. Affords adequate guidance. 
?. Supplies the reading needs of all children. 
8. Provides frequent evaluation. 
Dr. Russell feels that a teacher helps the child "to 
learn to read" and 11 to read to learn. 11 He suggests that the 
child grows nintt and 11 throughn reading, and that the modern 
teacher tries to achieve the following goals: 
1. To make provisions for determining and developing 
read.ing readiness at· all levels. 
2. To encourage strong motives for and permanent 
interests in reading. 
J. To acquaint children with ideas that will extend 
and enrich their experiences of life. 
4. To present ideas and develop attitudes associated 
with good citizenship and worthy character. 
5. To cultivate tastes and interests in a wide variety 
of good literature in books, other current publica-
tions, songs, recordings, and radio programs. 
6. To provide for the gradual increase in skills and 
acquisition of valuable habits in silent and oral 
reading. 
?. To develop abilities associated with the use of 
books and other study activities. 
8. To provide a basis for successful reading of 





areas of the curriculum, with especial emphasis 
upon the contribution of reading to other language-
arts activities.3 
II. HOW CHILDREN SHOULD PROGRESS 
Usually by the time children of average ability or 
above reach the fourth grade they have mastered many reading 
skills. These skills must be maintained and others mastered, 
especially those related to the critical.selective power 
required for extensive reference reading. 
Since children's growth in reading takes place at dif-
ferent rates, a range of four to six years in reading age is 
not unusual in any class group. Approximately half of the 
group may not have achieved_ the desired o_egree of facility 
in reading. Some of these children may have normal mental 
ability, a few superior ability, but all need special atten-
tion in reading if they are to make normal progress. 4 
Dr. David H. Russell,.5 University of California., .makes 
five generalizations about child development in reading. 
These are as follows: 
3Davis H. Russell, Children Learn to Read (New York: 
Gin and Company, 1949), pp. 101-02. 
4Burea.u of Elementary Education, Teachers Guide to 
Education in Later Childhood, State Curriculum Commission 
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 19.57), 
pp. 4.5.5-72 • 
.5Russell, QQ. cit., p. 67. 
= 
l. Children's development of reading abilities is 
continuous and gradual rather than intermittent 
and solitary. 
2. Most children go through the same patterns of 
development with an orderly emergence of reading 
abilities. 
3. Although development is orderly, it may proceed 
at different rates at various times. 
4. There is great variation in the ages at which 
8 
different children reach the various developmental 
stages. 
5. There seems to be a positive correlation between 
the patterns of physical, mental, social, and 
emotional development and their relation to 
children's reading activities. 
\villiam S. Gray6 quotes Bernice E. Leary as saying 
that it is the business of the middle grades to help the 
child make long strides in reading, but that such growth is 
real and desirable and good only in so far as it promotes his 
educational progress, _social understanding, and personal 
growth and adjustment._ Growth in reading and growth through 
reading are reciprocal. The child grows best in reading 
when he knows security, contentment of mind, and emotional 
stability. 
- 6 
William S. Gray, The Appraisal of Current Prac~ices 
in Rea4ing (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1945), No. 




Gray? believes that there should be a basal textbook 
that may be read alone or in a small group, orally or 
silently, before or after school, in study hour or free time, 
in preparation for class contribution or in making the con-
tribution. 
For wider adventures in reading the child needs the 
library with its books of reference, fiction, poetry, 
biography, travel, and many other fields of interest. 
There should be a wealth of environmental material in 
every classroom to capture and hold the interest of every 
child: Bulletin boards, clip9irtgs, notices and announcements, 
school news, special assignments, pictures, jokes, original = 
stories and verse, and tables and display shelves filled with 
inviting materials of all kinds. 
Bernice E. Leary8 states that materials must be care-
fully planned so that we know where we are leading the child. 
We must keep our faith in books and choose them wisely so 
that growth will be consistent and thorough. The basal text 
is necessary in keeping continuity but must be supplemented 
with challenging reading experiences. 
7Ibid., p. 72. 
8Bernice E. Leary, Growing With Books (Wisconsin: 
E. M. Hale & Co., 1945), pp. 53-62. 
David H. Russe11 9 outlines the materials to be used 
in a reading program as follows: 
1. A basic reading text. 
2. Supplementary readers. 
). Work type materials emphasizing skills. 
4. Creative materials growing out of text. 
5. Free reading materials. 
10 
By the time children readh the fourth grade, reading 
skills will become increasingly important as the children 
explore the broad curriculum units around which learning 
experiences are organized, for such exploration involves 
the use of a wide range of reading materials. Children will 
need textbooks, library books, encyclopedias, newspapers, and 
magazines to carry on the research they will need to do. 10 
IV. SOME READING PLANS NOT COMft!ONLY USED 
IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Individualized program. An individualized reading 
program permits each child free choice of reading material. 
A well selected supply of attractive books, a ratio of 
approximately three books for each child in the class, is 
9Russell, QQ. cit., pp. 102-0J. 
10Bureau of Elementary Education, Teachers Guide to 
Education in Later Childhood, State Curriculum Commission 







arranged in easy reach. The material selected should meet 
the in~erest and ability level of all children in the group. 
The teacher 1 s role is to arrange the rna terials for the chil-
dren and then give individual help, three to five minutes, 
where needed each day. The short period provides for more 
intensive teaching in terms of the individual needs of each 
child than would be possible with a group of ten or twelve 
children in a twenty minute period.ll 
Use of filmstrips. A number of commercial materials. 
have been prepared which may be used in the reading program. 
There are films which introduce key words and develop phonic 
study around them. Other films emphasize successive phrases 
in a page of reading material, which direct eye movement 
across a series of lines by means of the 11 bouncing ball 11 
device, a .flash meter, and a metraoscope which flashes 
phrases of various sizes at controlled speeds across a space 
corresponding to a line of print. 
These films and film strips may increase interest in 
reading, especially for children who have not succeeded 
previously; however, their use is not co~mon in public 
school systems. 12 
llr,. d 
__Q1_.' pp. L~65-67. 
12Arthur E. Traxler, 11 Value of Controlled Reading--a 
Summary of Opinion and Research, 11 Jour:nal of Experimental 
Education, XI (June, 1943), pp. 280-92. 
12 
Science Research Associa.tes. The Science Research 
Associates have developed a completely individualized read-
ing program. There is a packet of materials with one hundred 
and fifty carefully graded reading selections designed for 
reading grade levels two through nine. This range is wide 
enough so that every child in the class can work at his top 
ability. Each of the one hundred and fifty selections is 
accompanied by exercises in comprehension, word study, and 
vocabulary building with corresponding answer keys. To sup-
plement there are one hundred and fifty 11 Rate Builders", 
fifteen at each reading level, to help pupils increase their 
reading speed. To help them increase their attention span 
there are ten "Skill Buildersn. There is a teacher 1 s hand-
book and a record book for each pupil to complete an entire 
laboratory program. 
The teacher's role is one of guidance and encourage-
ment in this type program. The teacher uses the survey, ques-
tion, read method. 13 The results produced by this method of 
instruction have been commendable; however, the initial out-
lay makes it prohibitive in some districts. 
The Joplin Plan. A period of one hour per day is set 
aside for formal reading instruction in grades four through 
lJNational Research Associates, The SRA Readipg 




seven. All teachers instruct in reading at the same time, 
not to a certain grade, but a certain reading level. 
In mimeographed material from Joplin, Missouri, 14 
gains by tests, for some cases of individual pupils, were as 
follows during the first four months of instruction: 
TABLE I 
PUPIL GROWTH IN READING--JOPLIN, MISSOURI 
Pupil 1 From 8.7 To 10.4 Gain of 1.5 months 
II 2 II 7.9 II 10.2 II u 20 It 
II 3 II 7.0 If 10.1 II It 28 II 
II 4 II .5.3 II 7.4 II If 19 II 
= 
II .5 It 3.8 It .5.7 It II 17 II 
It 6 II 3.2 II 4.7 It It 14 It 
II 7 II .5.8 It 8 • .5 It It 24 It 
II 8 It 2.8 II 4.6 II It 16 1.1 
II 9 " 1.9 II 4.2 II tl 20 It 





Most children were reported to have made several 
months progress. Only a few did not. No parent complaints 
were received, but many excellent and favorable reports com-




'Joplin Plan' of Teaching Reading; 11 prepared 
by Missouri Public School, 19.59. (Mimeographed.) 
14 
changes in children were received. Both teachers and chil-
dren liked the plan and vJanted to continue it. 
In 1959 there were thirteen schools in Joplin using 
homogeneous grouping in reading, with two thousand children 
participating. The aclministration feels that the results are 
more satisfactory the longer the program is in operation. 
An experiment with homogeneous grouping in reading is 
reported by f·'Iiss r1ary B. 0 'Bannonl5 of Berkeley, California. 
Three hundred and six pupils of grades three to six, inclusive, 
were classified into nine groups for reading classes scheduled 
at the same hour each day. The children favored the plan, 
but some difficulties were encountered. The children at the 
lower end of the distribution of reading scores presented a 
wide range of capacity and ability problems. The reading 
activities of the lower groups were somewhat sterile. Integra-
tion of school activities was hampered. It was reported that 
in spite of the limitations, the plan did.yield profitable 
results. 
tvayne Silveri ~ 16 article published in the California 
Elementary Administrator reported the results of a study 
employing a modified Joplin Plan for reading in the Firebaugh, 
California, School District: 
l5~ewer Practices in Reading in the Elementary School, 
Seventieth Yearbook of the Department of Elementary School 
Principals (\vashington, D. c.: National Education Association, 
July , 19 59 ) • 
16 . · tt ivynne Silver, 11 The Case for Grouping, · California 
Elementary Admin)strator, 23:7, March, 1960. 
15 
The average achievement for more than two hundred 
fifty fourth and fifth graders tested was .85 during the 
five month period .. The group in the lowest level of 
read_ing achievement in which the average I. Q. was 80 had 
an achievement of .45 in the same length of time. The 
average achievement for the top reading level, which had 
an average I.Q. of 105, was 1.14. Accepting the fact 
that many children will reach their reading plateau dur-
ing the second half of the project period, it is antici-
pated that the average achievement of the entire group 
participating will still reach almost twice the normal 
expectancy of .7 of a group with a normal distribution 
of abilities. 
Mr. Silver found. that cooperation and interest of 
parents and children was overwhelming and that pupil achieve-
ment was gratifying. Their social adjustment, their knowledge 
and use of democratic processes had matured and problems of 
discipline had greatly decreased. 17 
In a study reported by David H. Russe11, 18 of the 
University of California, it was indica ted that homogeneous 
grouping in the San Francisco Public Schools had not proven 
to yield notable results in reading improvement. 
Thirty-two out of forty-seven princ j_pals answering a 
questionnaire believe that children become better readers in 
the system of homogeneous reading groups. However, they 
list about as many disadvantages of the system as advantages. 
Some of the disad.vantages mentioned most frequently are: 
17Ibid. 
18David H. Russell, 11 Interclass Grouping for Reading 
Instruction in the Intermediate Grades,tt Journal of Educa-
tional Research, XXXIX (February, 19'-1-6). 
= 
16 
reading too isolated, lack of integration with other activi-
ties, reading teacher did not know additional pupils and 
their interests, and social maladjustments, particularly of 
older children. Some of the most frequently mentioned 
advantages are: More homogeneous grouping (with no further 
elucidation), more chances of enrichment for superior pupils, 
reading materials better adopted to different levels, and 
some drill and other exercises can be given the entire class. 
"The Joplin Plan" may somewhat simplify the teacher's 
task in relation to the use of materials. However, major 
differences will exist which make further grouping necessary. 
Furthermore, because children come from different rooms and 
the teacher 1 s contact with many of them is limited there is 
a tendency to organize instruction primarily on the basis of 
materials and to neglect specific needs of individuals. In 
such a plan reading is divorced fro(n the total language arts 
program and the rest of the curriculum. The real issue in 
the use .Df this plan is whether or not the self contained 
classroom with its emphasis on close teacher-pupil rela-
tionship and the integration of curriculum areas has greater 
merit than a plan of organization that reshuffles children 
by degree of skill they have ina given area. 19 
l9Leo Fay, "Trends in the Teaching of Elementary Read-






V. CLOSING STATEr'IENT 
Of the various methods reviewed none seemed to be 
completely satisfactory but all claimed some degree of 
success. All of the resource authors felt that more study 
should be given to teaching reading to meet the needs of our 
modern world. 
CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZING TO r1AKE CONPARISONS 
I. THE SCHOOL DISTRICT AND READING INSTRUCTION 
S9cio-economic level and expectation of parents. 
rrhe Lincoln Unified School Distric_t ts situated in a suburban 
area of middle and upper middle class population. There are 
approx:i.ma tely • 016 per cent of the children from the fringe 
areas that belong to the lower socio-economic class. These 
children usually move frequently and have little influence 
upon the school curriculum. 
Because of the economic level of the district most 
parents desire, and prepare for, a college education for 
their children. They are interested in school curriculum 
and insist upon a high level of aq~demic achievement for 
their children. 
A large number of persons interested in community and 
civic affairs belong to the middle class. Strong drives for 
material success are usually evident in this group. Children 
of middle class parents or of parents who are socially mobile 
are frequently under strong pressure to achieve in_school and 
to strive for popularity with upper class children. 20 
20Bureau of Elementary Education, Teacher's Guide to 
Educatton in Later Childhood (Sacramento: California State 





II. TEACHERS, THEIR EXPERIENCE, AND QUALIFICATIONS 
Teacher experience and qualifications are an important 
factor in a successful reading program. A child's difficulties 
in reading can be discovered precisely only by an accurate 
diagnosis by a competent teacher. Students with educational 
backgrounds believe that most reading disabilities are due 
to improper instruction and lack of understanding. 21 
Teachers must be trained in the techniques of reading 
instruction. How to teach a good directed reading lesson, 
a knowledge of phonics,' structural analysis, reading from 
context, dictionary skill, how to teach pupils to draw 
inferences, reach conclusions, form judgments, and use 
22 reference materials are necessary teacher skills. 
It is necessary for teachers to know the social 
structure of the community, to what extent democratic prin-
ciples are implemented, to have an insight into the effects 
of various sociological pressures on children, and to be 
-able to recognize the conditions that make a community a 
good place for children.23 
The following analysis of the instructional certificated 
staff of the Lincoln Unified School District encompasses only 
those actually providing classroom instruction. The 
21Russell, QQ. cit., pp. 346-51. 
22 "The 'Joplin Plan• of Teaching Reading," QQ. cit. 
23Bureau of Elementary Education, QQ.. cit., pp. 33-34. 
The Lincoln Unified School District has purchased 
supplemental reading materials to be used with the state 
21 
basal readers. The district is a member of the San Joaquin 
County Library rental service and may secure readers, 
pleasure reading material, and unit materials through that 
source. 
Children reading at the upper and lower end of the 
achievement scale have a limited amount of material as the 
county library purchases a minimum number of high school 
books, and those at the lower level of achievement have 
covered unsuccessfully many of the books available for that 
level. 
IV. SUPERVISORS AND SUPERVISION OF READING INSTHUCTION 
A supervisor is an in-service teacher of teachers, 
whose function it is to instruct teachers in ways of improv-
ing their teaching method and procedure. In the performance 
of this function the supervisor becomes involved in such 
activities as formulatlng objectives, building curricula, 
guiding and motivating teachers, and evaluating educational 
outcomes. A very important obligation of community citizen-
ship is that of.assisting teachers to discover and define the 
major educational objectives for the community's schools. 25 
25John A. Bartky, Sunervision .£2 Human fielations 
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1953), pp. 35-37. 
22 
There are two general consultants in the Lincoln 
Unified School District. One is responsible for curriculum 
supervision and coordination from kindergarten through grade 
three and the other for supervision and coordination for 
grades four through eight. 
Much emphasis has been given to reading instruction with 
fifty per cent of supervision time being devoted to this area. 
Induction conferences are held with each teacher to 
explain and assist in choosing books, setting up groups, and 
formulating lesson plans and procedures. 
V. THE REGULAR READING PLAN USED IN THE DISTRICT 
FOR FORMAL READING INSTRUCTION 
A developmental type reading program is followed. 
From the fourth grade through the seventh grade the first 
hour in the morning is set aside for formal reading instruc-
tion. The students who are working at grade level or above 
are placed in the basal book for their level. Those working 
below grade level are placed in a reader which they have not 
had, preferably in the same series, but on the child 1 s read-
ing level. There is a supplementary reader for every child 
and library books that are available. 
The teacher works with all groups during the formal 
re@..ding ·instruction hour alternating between them. 
In most instances the identical basal book and the 
supplementary book are in the hands of each pupil within the 
group. This provides for a common reading experience for all. 
23 
A chart is made for each child showing his level of 
achievement, the names of the books read on each level, and 
the degree of mastery (slow, average, rapid) of the last 
book read. This record becomes a permanent part of the 
cumulative folder and is used for grouping each September. 
Proponents of this type of planning retain the 
objective of providing for a continuous developmental pro-
gram. 
ings, 
Attempts are made to develop vocabulary, .word mean-
26 and concepts gradually and systematically. 
VI. PAST READING ACHIEVEMENT LEV-ELS 
The Gates Reading Survey was given to three hundred 
and four children in grades four through six, in two of the 
distrj_ct 1 s schools in January, 1959. The scores were tabu-
lated from low to high and the number falling at each grade 
level noted. 
Children qualifying for remedial reading must have 
reading retardation with candidate possessing average or 
above average intelligence, reading capacity greater than 
reading achievement as determined by individual test admin-
istered by the school psychologist, no physical or emotional 
problems as determined by the screening committee (teacher, 
26Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction 
(New York: American Book Company, 1954), p. 49. 
principal, coordinator, psychologist), which would prevent 
growth in the program. 
TABLE III 
GATES TEST READING GRADE LEVEL PLACEf1ENT OF TWO SCHOOLS 
IN THE LINCOLN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT--PUPILS IN 
GRADES FOUR THROUGH SIX--JANUARY 1959 
24 





















* Pupils rating 4o0 were placed in the 4.0-5.0 category, 
those in s.o were placed in the s.o-6.0 category and so on. 
VII. THE ORGANIZATION EXTABLISHED TO ALLO\v FOR COMPARISONS 
Why the Joplin Plan ~ selected. A committee of 
administrators made a study of the Joplin Plan. This analysis 
included research and visitation. Findings indicated that the 
Joplin Plan offered a possible solution to reading problems 
created by the wide range in reading ability that develops in 
the intermediate grades. In an effort to improve curriculum, 
a modified Joplin Plan program was established on a compara-
tive basis in two of the district's elementary schools. 
Teacher selection for the Joplin Plan. There were 
sixteen teachers with an average of six years teaching 
experience involveo. with the Joplin Plan in reading. Four 
of the sixteen teachers were provisionally credentialedo 
An induction meeting of all teachers, grades four 
through seven, was called in August, 1959, before school 
opening. Building principals and the intermediate super-
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visor explained the program and advised the teachers of the 
study being conducted. 
The Joplin Plan teachers met with.their building 
principals for further instruction in procedures before 
school opening. 
They were instructed to: 
1. Establish the purpose for which content is to be 
read. 
2. r1ake a quick survey of all the rna terial. 
J. Check sources for meanings of technical or special 
words. 
4. Give complete attention to material in the light 
of the understood purpose • 
. 5. Use -related pictures, maps, charts, and tables to 
verify ideas in the verbal materials. 
6. Watch for verbal clues which give ideas of size, 
a sense of passing of time, and sequence of events 
or topics. 
7. Check .the accuracy of the sources of information. 
B. Reflect on ideas presented in relation to past 
experiences. 
9. Apply previous knowledge in order to make new 
generalizations and plans. 
= 
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10. Where possible, subject cronclusions to the test 
of practical operation. 
11. Watch each child carefully and give help when 
needed. 
12. Provide materials for many interests. 
13. Teach primary reading skills when needed. 
14. Have preparatory exercises on blackboard before 
class time. 27 
An evaluation period was held at the end of the first 
month, January, 1960, and May, 1960. 
Pupil grouping. The same three hundred and four 
children whose placement is tabulated in Table III were 
given the Gates Reading Test May 14, 1959. Their scores 
were tabulated and eight reading groups in each school set 
up. The levels to be taught were determined by the achieve-
ment of the pupils to be instructed as indicated by test, 
formal reading instruction not to exceed two years above 
grade placement for general instruction. 
Method ~ materials of instruction. A developmental 
plan of instruction was used. Areas of weakness in reading 
ability were noted and materials developed to strengthen these 
areas. All teachers taught the skills belonging to his level 
of instruction and reviewed and strengthened the skills 
27Russell, Q£. cit., pp. 164-81. 
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previously introduced. Twenty minutes of class time was 
allowed twice each week for exploratory reading. Group and 
individual work was encouraged in the development of special 
interests and class projects. 
It was necessary to choose a basal reader other than 
the state text to avoid the possibility of any child having 
to repeat a book already covered unsuccessfully. 
The building principal, supervisor, and the San Joaquin 
County librarian reviewed current readers available and chose 
books that offered sound developmental programs with a variety 
of materials and interests. The county library purchased two 
series of readers and two sets of word study books for use 
with the children at the 8.0 to 9.0 and the 9.0 to· 10.0 end 
of the achievement range.28 One set of readers was purchased 
for those reading at the·l.6 to 4.0 level of the reading 
achievement soale. 29 
28Wilfred Eberhart, Irma Dick Swearingen, and Bernice 
E. Leary, Reading-Literature '(New.York: Row, Peterson and 
Company, 1957); Arna Jewett, A. H. Lass, and Margaret Early 
Literature for~ (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958~; 
John G. Gilmartin, Increase Your Vocabulary (Englewood 
Cliffs, N. Jo: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957); Clyde Roberts 
Word Attack (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1956~. 
29Frances Berres, William s. Briscoe, James c. Cole-
man, and Frank M. Hewett, Deep Sea Series (San Francisco: 
Harr Wagner Publishing Company, 1959); for those reading in 
the 4.0 to 6.0 category Paul McKee, High Lights (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957). 
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No work books were used with the pupils. A teacher's 
edition of the work book was purchased when requested and any 
supplemental commercial materials was supplied upon request. 
Supervision. During September and November, 1959 1 the 
intermediate supervisor and the building principal visited 
every room at least once each week. After school conferences 
were scheduled for teachers v.rho needed help with planning or 
teaching techniques. From October, 1959, until tests were 
given in March, 1960, one visit per month was scheduled unless 
a request was made by the teacher or a need was indicated. 
VIII. THE SELECTION OF THE CONTROL GROUPS 
The classroom organization. Children in the regular 
reading plan were grouped heterogeneously according to their 
grEtde placement for general instruction.- A maximum of three 
groups were formed for formal reading instruction according 
to their reading abil,i ty level as indica ted by past records. 
Teacher selection and preparation. There were sixteen 
teachers with an average of seven years teaching experience 
in the regular reading plan. Four of that number were not 
fully credentialed. 
All teachers grades four through seven met in August, 
1959, as was previously noted. 
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During induction week each teacher conferenced with 
his supervisor in regard to grouping, materials, and pro-
cedures. 
Pupil grouping. Each heterogeneously grouped class 
was divided into three groups for formal reading instruction. 
The last level of the Bond basal series completed indicated 
the book to be chosen for each of the three groups. 
Method and materials of instruction. A developmental 
method of instruction was used as outlined in the teacher 1 s 
manual for the Bond basal reading book used. Reading work 
rooks, to accompany the Bond series and supplementary readers 
in the Scott, Foresman series, were given to all children. 
The developmental reading plan as developed by Emmett 






Applying phonics and thinking skills 
Phonics 
Purposeful reading 
3°Emmett A. Betts, Adventures Now and Then, Teacher's 
Manual, Sixth Grade (New York: American Book Company, 1959) 
p. Gl6. 






One hour each·day was devoted to reading instruction--
twenty minutes of teacher time being devoted to each group. 
Supervision. The intermediate supervisor and the 
building principal observed the readlng period once each 
week in September and October, 1959. October until Mar~h, 
1960, one visit was scheduled each month, unless a need was 
indicated or was requested. Conferences were held with 
teachers needing assistance in teaching techniques or 
planning. 
CHAPTER IV 
TBEATNENT OF DATA 
I. SELECTION OF TESTS TO BE USED 
The Gates Reading Survey was chosen due to past 
reliable results with that test, and because of the neces-
sity to administer a test for reading placement and diagnosis. 
The Gates Survey tests were designed to reveal spe~ 
cific strengths and weaknesses in reading abilities, and 
thereby to indicate the type of training most needed by a 
class or j_ndi vidual pupil. The tests measure different 
phases of reading ability. They are diagnostic. They were 
designed for use as a team. Test number one is a speed and 
accuracy test, number two is a vocabulary test, and three a 
comprehension test.3l 
The new Reading Survey tests provided percentile 
norms. In developing the new tests a primary purpose has 
been to provide the clearest and most convenient, as well as 
the most valid, types of scores, norms, tables, and procedures. 
The tests are designed to be understood and used by teachers )2 
----.. ----
J:t;Arthur I. Gates; Tl:l~. Improvement of Beading (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1947). 
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~-Arthur I. Gates, Wrrat R~search Says to the Teacher 
series (Washington; Do C.: National Education Association, 
1953). 
The California 'rest of Mental Maturity was used to 
acquire the intelligence quotients. These scores were 
obtained from the records. 
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Determin{,'ltion of length of time for trial. The 
administrative council in the Lincoln Unified School District 
agreed to 'concentrate upon the comparison of the Joplin Plan 
of reading and the regular plan of reading for a period of 
one school year with further study at the end of that time 
if results .incU.cated a need for additional data. 
Admi~istration of standardized te§ts and ££Qring. 
May 14, 1959,. tests were administered and scored by the 
classroom teacher after group instruction by the school 
psychologist. 
March JO, 1960, tests were given by the classroom 
teacher and scored by clerical help, under the guidance of 
the school psychologist. 
Tests were given by the regular classroom teacher 
rather than the reading teacher for the Joplin children. 
AsEl§mbling of data. Practice with the test using 
remedial reading children showed that one hour was needed 
for testing for each group. As the data were gathered the 
information from the ind.ividual record forms was transferred 
to a three by five card for ease in manipulatlon. In addi-
tion to the test data, the following background information 
was recorded on the· cards. 
1. Sex 
2. Date of birth 
J. Intelligence score as lndicated by CTMM 
4. Name of test 
5. Percentile gain for testing period 
Parent group meetings for Joplin Plan children were 
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held. The program was explained and comments, favorable or 
unfavorable, were recorded. 
Teacher group meetings were held and a list of 
strengths and weaknesses of the Joplin Plan were formulated. 
Children comments were sought and their opinions 
noted. 
II. C0r1PARISON OF RESULTS 
Comparison gf Joplin Plan grou·o and control' grouQ 
unselected data. The Gates Reading Survey provides several 
scores and ratings. They are as follows: 
1. The raw score 
2~ The grade score or reading grade 
J. The age score or reading age 
4. The percentile score 
5. 'I' he percentage of accuracy score and rating3J 
J] 
M~pg§l; The Gates Reading Survey (New York: Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University), p. 1. 
By using the tables of percentiles in the Gates 
teacher's manual, each child's raw score was changed to a 
percentile score. The percentile score indicates the per-
centage of pupils in the representative sampling of pupils 
of the same grade location ~vho got a raw score lower than 
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the pupil in question. This is interpreted so that a pupil 
who is now at the middle of grade 5 (i.e., 5.5) gets a 
p~rcentile score of 50, his achievement in the test exceeds 
that of 50 per cent of the grade 5. 5 pupils in the group on 
which the norms were based. If his percentile score is 25, 
he is superior to a quarter, but is excelled by approximately 
three quarters, of the pupils who are mid-year point in 
g~ade five representative American schools. 
Percentile scores are subject to a degree of error. 
A fairly conservative and reliable estimate would be made 
by considering that the pupil 1 s real ability falls some-
where in the range from five points above to five points 
below th~ obtained percentile.34 
The percentile ranking in 1959 minus the percentile 
ranking in 1960, or difference, was computed for each child 
in grades four through seven. These differences were added 
and the total divided by the number of children at each grade 
level for an average percentile growth in reading for the 
group.J5 
The percentile growth for boys and girls was derived 
in the same manner as above described. 
Scores would indicate that the fourth grade Joplin 
Plan group showed a slightly higher percentile growth (1.214) 
than the control group. Grade five control group showed a 
1.811 higher growth, grade six boys showed slightly greater 
growth in the control group while the Joplin Plan girls 
showed greater growth. For grade seven the growth was 
greater for the control group.J6 
The difference in all groups ls so slight that they 
are not significant as there is a possible error of a plus 
or minus five points and percentile scores reveal the 
approximate place in which a pupil or group would fall.J? 
selected data. In the selected group children were watched 
for: 
l. Grade placement for regular classroom instruction 
2. Sex 
35Frederick L. 1-Jhi tney, rrhe Ele@ents of Research 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prenttce Hall, Inc., 1950), pp. J87-40J. 
J 6']able IV, p. J5. 
JZS!J.PQlement to the Manuals for the Gates Readj,ng Tests 








COJYIPARISON OF THE PERCENTILE GAIN OF UNSELECTED GROUPS 
IN READING FROM MAY 14, 1959 TO MARCH 30, 1960 
IN THE LINCOLN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Percentile Gain Percentile Gain Difference 
Experimental Control Experimental Control Higher Higher 
No. 93 I No. 93 
Boy 53 4.900 50 8.321 3.421 
Girl 40 .508 43 3.2?4 2.?66 
Average 2.?04 5.?97 3.093 
No. 112 No. 92 
Boy 44 5.182 52 9.663 4.481 
Girl 68 8.?59 40 4.008 
Average 6.9?0 6.835 .135 
No. 125 No. 114 
Boy 53 1.298 56 1.925 .627 
Girl 72 .690 58 3.686 2.996 
Average .994 2.805 1.811 
No. 122 No. 105 
Boy 73 1.690 53 1.305 o385 
Girl 49 .546 52 -1.497 2.043 
Average 1.118 - .960 1.214 
I...V 
\.1\ 
J. Intelligence quotient on CTf'IM (+ 10 points) 
4. 1959 score on Gates Reading Survey (+ 5 points) 
The percentile scores were tabulated for the unselected 
group. Differences were noted for boys, girls, and by grades 
four through seven. 
The IQ scores for each child was taken from the 
records and was obtained by the California Test of Mental 
Maturity. 
The standard errors of measurement given in table form 
are two to one that IQ will not vary more than 5.9 points 
and nineteen to one that it will not vary more than 11.8 IQ 
points from true IQ.J$ 
Results indicate a slightly greater growth in rank 
for all control groups, except girls at the sixth grade level 
and boys at the fifth grade level vvho showed a greater growth 
in the Joplin Plan.J9 
Again difference is. so slight that the score is not 
significant statistically. Scores from a group of tests 
treated in a similar manner and averaged would give a more 
nearly reliable difference.4G 
3gManual, California Test of Mentai Naturity (Los 
Angeles: California TestBureau, 1957), p. 5o 
39Table IV, p. 35. 











COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTILE GAIN OF SELECTED GROl~S 
IN READING FROM MAY 14, 1959 TO MARCH 30, 1960 
IN THE LINCOLN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Difference 
Experimental Control Exp. Control 
tgber Higher 
Boy 3.486 4.594 1.108 
.:~Girl .625 1.625 1.000 
Average 2.055 3.109 1.054 
Boy 5.702 8.297 2.595 
Girl 8.142 3.829 ~~;:J::t3 
Average 6.922 6.063 
Boy 4. 736 1.026 .3.710 
Girl .106 3.040 2.934 






III. REACTION OF PUPILS, TEACHERS, AND PARENTS 
TO THE JOPLIN PLAN 
Children immediately showed renewed interest in read-
ing. Six children in the Joplin Plan reported that they were 
not happy and wished to read at a lower level. Two of the 
six were allm'Jed to move to a lowe:(' achieving group as class 
performance indicated misplacement. 
Children reading one or two years above grade level 
expressed a strong desire to move ahead into a higher group, 
those pupils reading at grade level seemed less inspired to 
improve their reacling. 
The lower achievers in reading expressed great satis-
faction with their reading instruction and liked school 
better. 
Teacher group discussion indicated the following sue-
cesses observed with the Joplin Plan in reading: 
1. New developmental materials used are excellent. 
2. Program is flexible enough to permit a student to 
move from group to group as he is ready. 
J. Spread in reading ability is minimized in the class-
room. 
4. Student accomplishments are worth the time spent 
in preparation. 
5~ Children and parents are enthusiastic. 
6. There seems to be no lack of interest. 
7, Discipline problems are non-existent. 
8, Every child seems to find success. 
9. Improvement in other subject areas is evident. 
10. Interest is focused on reading. 
11. More chance of enrichment for superior pupils. 
12. Homogeneous grouping. 
lJ. Same drill can be given entire class. 
The problems observed by the teacher group were: 
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l. Selecting materials that meet the social as well 
as the intellectual needs of individual children. 
2. Grading in reading. 
3. Testing new students as they register •. 
4. Providing access to library facilities. 
). Adjusting curriculum to provide specific instruc-
tion in skills not taught a child when he has been 
skipped. 
6~ Advancing children beyond level of maturity. 
?. Maintaining basic reading skills. 
8. Obtaining new material9 for the slow learners. 
9. Class preparation time. 
10. Reading too isolated. 
11. Reading teacher hasn't a chance to know pupils. 
Parent group meetings at each level indicated much 
parent enthusiasm. No parent complaints were received. 





My child reads now without being forced. 
My child is reading for the first time. 
My child asks to be taken to the library now. 
r1y child seems to be interested in reading more 
kinds. of things • 
.5. My child is trying to get into Mrs. X's class. 
40 
CHAPTER V 
SUMlVJARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMf"lENDATIONS 
I. SUMI"fARY 
This study is a cornparison between two organizational 
patterns of reading instruction used in the Lincoln Unified 
School District. In the Joplin Plan pupils in grades four 
through seven may change rooms to go to any other grade of the 
levels involved if their reading achievement as measured by 
the Gates Reading Survey indicates that they are above or below 
their own grade level of reading ability. Since the classes 
formed for Joplin instruction in reading had less spread in 
reading ability than heterogeneously grouped classes, the 
teachers under this plan had only one and not more than two 
sub-groups for reading in any one class. 
The study compares the achievement of a sampling group 
of 551 children who had been in the Joplin Plan of reading 
for ap\;roximately nine months with the achievement of children 
who are equal in chronological age, mental age, and reading 
achievement as measured by.the Gates Reading Survey and 
California Mental Maturity, who had been in the regular read-
ing plan. Standardized test results indicate no reliable dif-
ferences in status or achievement between the two groups in 
achievement. 
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The pupils and parents of the Joplin Plan group 
expressed enthusiasm for the plan with complaints from pupils 
negligible. 
The teachers expressed belief in the program but as 
many disadvantages as advantages were listed in evaluating 
the program. Some of the disadvantages mentioned most 
frequently are: "reading too isolated; 11 "advancing children 
beyoncl level of maturity;" and 11 grading." Some of the most 
mentioned advantages are: 11 more chance for enrichment for 
superior pupils; 11 11 disclpline problems are non-existent; 11 
and "children and parents are enthusiastic. 11 
II. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMNENDATIONS 
A number of factors suggest that if the Joplin Plan 
of homogeneous grouping is to be used throughout the dis-
trict it should be studied further by principals, super-
visors, and teachers involved. The serious disadvantages of 
the system mentioned above need study and definite pro-
cedures aimed at their abolition. From this study the con-
clusion was drawn that a factor or factors other than the 
external organization for reading instruction determine the 
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